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Turfmatic™ 600
Artificial Grass Power

Broom

£399.00
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Description

 

Say goodbye to the struggle of lifting compacted grass during installation with this revolutionary electric
power broom. It's the smarter, more efficient alternative to tedious manual brooms and brushes, especially
for larger areas.

Key Features:

Extra Wide 600mm Brush: Our power broom boasts an extra-wide brush, measuring 600mm,1.
ensuring rapid and effortless removal of leaves and debris throughout the seasons. No more back-
breaking work; maintain your outdoor space with ease.

Full Edge Cleaning: Don't let edges, walls, fences, or boundaries slow you down. Our power broom2.
provides unrestricted access, ensuring a pristine finish right up to the very edges. Say goodbye to the
limitations of traditional sweepers with wheels.

Affordable Professional Performance: Now you can enjoy the same working area as professional3.
petrol versions but at a fraction of the cost. No more hassle with mixing two-stroke oils – our electric
power broom is the economical and eco-friendly choice.

Enhanced Lifespan: Investing in our electric power broom is an investment in the longevity of your4.
artificial grass. By keeping it debris-free and well-maintained, you'll ensure your outdoor space looks its
absolute best year-round.
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Upgrade your artificial grass maintenance game today with our Electric Power Broom. Experience the
convenience, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness that will transform the way you care for your outdoor space.
Don't settle for less when you can have the best!

 User Guide

 

Motor Type: Electric
10 metre working cable length
UK 3 pin plug
Power: 1500W
Forward speeds: 1
Reverse speeds: None (However can be used upside down)
Style: Dual Handle
Working Width: 600 mm
Weight: 18 kg
Suitable for rain or snow: No
12 Months Parts & Labour Warranty.
Brushes: Twin Drum Heavy Duty Nylon, Brush Full Width 600 mm

 

 

Additional Information

Coverage N/A

Size N/A
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